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Overall Size(L*W)

Mattress platmform

Height adjustment

Back-rest adjustment

Knee-rest adjustment

Reverse Trendelenburg

Trendelenburg

Safe working load

1840*980*600-960mm

1600*750mm

600-960mm

0-75°

0-35°

0-15°

0-15°

170kgs

YA-PD5-1
The special design of YA-PD5-1 pediatric bed provides children with great safety and 

comfort. The design of this pediatric hospital bed takes into account outstanding aesthetic 

features, creating a warm and friendly environment for children, allowing them to 

experience a more relaxing treatment period. This electric 5 function with higher guardrail 

and head foot board is very suitable for PICU room.

TECHNICAL PARAMETER:

The four-piece safety sides.

The higher head and foot board can prevent children 

from slipping off while playing. The special guardrail 

and head foot board design provide children with a 

pleasant opportunity to interact with other people.

User-friendly handset control.

Electric CPR and Manual CPR on both sides.

Auto-counter to provide the patient from sliding onto 

foot end.

Bumpers that are located on four corners of the bed

150 mm central locking casters run extremely 

smoothly, the quality that makes it significantly easy 

for the nursing staff to move the bed.

MAIN FEATURES:
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HAND REMOTE CONTROL
Hand remote control with clear icons 
can be easily adjusted to different 
positions.

HAND CONTROL KEY
Using DEWERT motor, the hand 
control is equipped with a key, and 
the hand control cannot be controlled 
in the off state.

MANUAL CPR
Release the back-rest for emergency 
CPR.

FOOTREST
Feet section can be adjusted by 
racks, which can raise level the feet, 
promote blood circulation.

CENTRAL BRAKE SYSTEM
Diametre 150 mm central brake 
casters run extremely smoothly, and 
easy for the nursing staff to move the 
bed.

ANGLE INDICATOR
The angle indicator is on 4-piece 
guardrail, for Backrest，legrest，
trendelenburg and reverse 
trendelenburg.

MATTRESS HOLDER
Fix the mattress to prevent it from 
sliding.

PULL SHELF
The shelf at the end of the bed can 
place some clean sheets and 
mattresses.

IV STAND PUMP

HEAD AND FOOT 
BOARD BUTTONS
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ABOUT US

YOU TUBE MEDIK

Zhangjiagang Medi Medical Equipment Co.,ltd, founded in 1995, with more than 20 years experience in 

developing hospital furniture, is one of the largest manufacturer of hospital bed, patient stretcher, medical 

cart and other related hospital furniture in China or even Asia.

Through scientific management complying with ISO9001&ISO13485, by adopting advanced facility like 

Germany TRUMPF CNC, Japan OTC Robot Welding, Auto-power coating line with Swiss GEMA gun , 

Medi focuses on providing brand quality product with CE approval.

Headquartered in Zhangjiagang nearby Shanghai, with subsidiary oversea offices in Hungary, Dubai, 

Thailand, New Zealand, Kenya, Colombia, Medi acting professionally and swiftly for both pre-sales and 

after-sales.The products are widely accepted by global clients, such as UK RIE hospital, UNIVERZITETNI 

KLINICNI CENTER, Kokilaben Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital, Singapore National University Hospital etc.
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